**Show Title:** RightBrainLeftBrain: A mathematical art exhibit

**Abstract:**
Mathematics: Rigid, logical. Art: Holistic, intuitive. Where is the intersection of mathematics and art? Creativity is necessary for the best mathematics, but mathematics can also be the guide in creative pursuits. Liberate yourself from the supposed dichotomy between the left brain and the right brain.

We are seeking artwork which is informed by mathematical considerations. Bring an open mind and seek your own way of addressing the question: What is mathematical art?

Your work may involve geometry, algorithms, patterns, tessellations, symmetry (or asymmetry), fractals, chaos, etc.

Your work may be conceptual or address broader issues of logic and paradox.

Your work may be more personal in nature and reflect the exhilaration (or frustration) of doing mathematics.

Thinking inside and outside of the box is encouraged.

**Work Media:**
All art forms are allowed except performative, time, or screen-based works (ie. dance, theater, videos, animations, music, sound, web-based works)

If you are interested in displaying any of these types of works please contact the organizing committee through Marc Manke at mmanke@uwlax.edu for consideration.

**Work Size:**
2-D works - 4’ maximum in any dimension
3-D works - 24” maximum in any dimension
**No work may exceed 20lbs**

**Entry Requirements:**
Eligible artists must be UWL students, faculty and staff
All entries must be ready to hang or require minimal additions to be hung; unmounted works will be mounted for display.
All entries must be accompanied by an entry form (attached below) including the following information:
1. Artist name
2. Artist email and phone number
3. Piece title
4. Materials
5. ***Optional*** Artwork explanation or artist statement
All entries must be delivered to Murphy Library, Room 121, between 9 am - 5 pm March 30 - April 1.

**Timeline:**
Exhibition open to the public: April 8 - May 9
Opening reception: Friday April 8 from 4 - 6 PM Murphy’s Mug, Murphy Library UWL

**Entry Submission:**
Entries may be delivered to Room 12, Murphy Library between 9:00 am - 5:00 pm Wednesday March 30 - Friday, April 1.

**Entries Due:**
By 5 pm Friday April 1, in Room 121, Murphy Library 2016

**Selection Process:**
Entries will be selected for exhibition by mathematician and artist Dr. Gabriele Meyer

**Prizes:**
Cash prizes will be awarded.

**Notification to artist:**
Artists will be notified of selection or rejection of works by email by 5:00 pm Tuesday, April 5, 2016. Prize winners will be announced at the opening reception, Friday April 8 from 4:00 - 6:00 PM

**Opening Reception:**
Friday April 8 from 4:00 - 6:00 PM Murphy’s Mug, Murphy Library, UWL

**Pickup Artwork by:**
May 9 - May 13

**For more information please contact:** Marc Manke, Murphy Library, UW-L at mmanke@uwlax.edu or (608)785-8637